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Introduction
Arup partnered with Engineers Without Borders to
design and construct a new potable water system to
transport the precious resource over the mountains
from a natural spring and distribute it throughout the
community of Chiche, in Guatemala.
We recognized that, besides providing infrastructure
solutions to this issue, we needed to engage the end
users of the water system to ensure that they have
the access to information about hygiene and
sanitation best practices.
Hence, we developed materials for a hygiene and
sanitation workshop.

The purpose of this document
This document is meant to serve as a guide and resource to
preparing a hygiene and sanitation workshop in a rural
community.
It contains key considerations on how to deliver a
workshop and the steps to follow during workshop
preparation.
In addition, it contains links to the workshop materials
developed for Arup and Engineers Without Borders’
engagement with the community of Chiche in Guatemala.
The materials have been developed in two languages,
Spanish and K’iche (an indigenous language from
Guatemala).
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Why Hygiene and Sanitation
Water is a fundamental resource that contributes to
public health and is used for the most basic needs
such as drinking, domestic use, cleaning, and food
production, among others. It has been recognized as
a human right by the UN General Assembly.
Unfortunately, there are still many communities
around the world that don’t have access to safe and
affordable water. Many of these communities face
various challenges associated with lack of
resources, including lack of information about
hygiene and sanitation.

What is hygiene and sanitation?
Hygiene, as defined by the World Health Organization refers to
“the conditions and practices that help maintain health and
prevent the spread of diseases.”
Sanitation is the conditions related to public and individual health,
especially in terms of drinking water and waste disposal.
Hygiene and sanitation is important for people of all ages to stay
healthy and increase their life-spans. It is especially important for
children. Around the world, over 800 children under age five die
every day from preventable diarrhea-related diseases caused by
lack of access to water, sanitation and hygiene.
The Covid-19 pandemic has shown the importance of
handwashing in order to prevent the spread of disease, which can
be prevented with proper hygiene habits. The CDC recommends
to wash your hands for 20 seconds with soap and water or using
hand sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol. According to the CDC,
following this practice can reduce deaths from associated
diseases by up to 50%.
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Project Background
The community of San Francisco in Chiché,
Guatemala lacked access to clean and safe water.
Situated nearly 70 km from the capital, Guatemala
City, the 800 residents had to walk for two hours to
access a well or purchase water at a high cost to
survive.
As part of the Community Engagement Global
Challenge, Arup worked closely with Engineers
without Borders (EWB) USA and the local
community in Chiché to construct a new potable
water system. The system was built on the support
and involvement of volunteers from the community
– a system built by the people of Chiché, for the
people.

Understanding the local realities and context
In addition to the new water infrastructure and the training
provided for construction, in 2019, we complemented our project
with an educational program around hygiene and sanitation.
We held workshops on the importance of handwashing and
latrine use. Taking into consideration the cultural, social and
linguistic characteristics of the community, all materials were
translated into K’iche (the local language) and featured
illustrations that reflected life in the rural settlement to engage
with those who are unable to read.
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Design Principles for the Workshop
Our aim was to design a workshop that could be
meaningful to our audience, therefore, we decided
to learn about the community to develop materials
that would be useful and resonated with the reality
of the participants.
As a way to familiarize ourselves, we looked at
surveys that had been done in the community
around hygiene and sanitation, which contained
information about the community’s hygiene habits;
spoke to team members who had visited the
community; and talked to EWB partners who are
part of the community and know it very well.

We recognized that, in order to design the workshop, we
needed to take into consideration the community’s rural
context and the following parameters:
- The materials had to be accessible for participants who
can’t read
- The materials needed to be translated to the local
language
- The activities had to be child-friendly
Based on the conditions outlined, we decided to follow
these design principles to make the workshop materials:

Friendly

Highly visual

Playful

To a rural audience by
using storytelling and
characters that represent
the people from the
community

Using illustrations to
make the stories and
activities come to life

Using games to engage
adults and children in the
activities
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Hygiene and Sanitation Workshop in Chiche, Guatemala. December 2019.
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Introduction to the Workshop
The following workshop materials were designed to
be part of a community-wide outreach to discuss
basic hygiene and sanitation practices.
We aimed to engage a large number of community
members during the workshop, and provided postworkshop materials (posters and brochures) to
summarize the information and share a visual
reminder about the importance of hand washing and
using the latrine.
The following materials are available for you to pick
and choose from, depending to the needs of the
community that you will serve. These materials can
also inspire you to create custom exercises that
might be designed to respond to specific needs.

The goals for the workshop were:
●
●

To familiarize and discuss the concept of
hygiene, highlighting the importance of hand
washing
Discuss the dangers of open defecation and
understand and learn how to care for and clean
the latrine
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Workshop Agenda Template
This workshop is focused in two main sections:
Hand washing and latrine usage. The following is an
agenda template for a 2 hour workshop. This is
meant to serve as a guideline, but can be
customized according to the needs of each project
and community.

AGENDA TEMPLATE
Introduction 10 min
Part 1: Hand washing Total 50 min
Presentation on hand washing 20 min
Exercise 1: Blacklight exercise 15 mins
Exercise 2: Washing hands card game 15 min

Break/ Snack (opportunity to practice hand washing) 10
min
Part 2: Latrine use Total 45 min
Presentation on latrine use 5 min
Exercise 1: Problems with latrines at home 20 min
Exercise 2: Good and bad use of latrines 20
mins
Questions and comments 5 mins
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Workshop Presentation Slides
Introduction to the presentation: This presentation is
the conductive thread for the workshop and contains
the agenda, content, and slides that introduce the four
exercises that will be shared in the following pages.
Link to material: Presentation
Content:
About handwashing:
- Introduction to hygiene and discussion
- Introduction to hand washing
- Diseases related to the lack of hygiene
- Important moments in a day for handwashing
About latrine use:
- Introduction to the use of latrines
- Effects of open defecation
- Daily use of latrines
- Hygiene supplies to have close to the latrine
- Long term maintenance of latrines
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Hand washing exercise 1
Invisible dangers
Goals for this exercise: To show participants how germs can travel
through different surfaces without being visible.
Materials: A kit with a blacklight and “simulated germs” (which is an
invisible powder or liquid that glows under a blacklight). There are
many vendors to purchase from, here is one of them.
Preparation: Purchase a blacklight and “simulated germs” kit.
Instructions: Find a 3 participants who can volunteer to demonstrate
this exercise. Apply some the “simulated germs liquid” to one of the
volunteer’s hand and let it dry until is invisible. Ask the participant to
shake hands with a second participant, and the second participant to
shake hands with a third one. Using a blacklight, show how the liquid,
which simulates how germs travel, has traveled through the three
participants’ hands. Then, go around the “room” and repeat this
exercise with as many participants as you can. Discuss how people
make sure they stay clean by washing their hands in order to prevent
disease transmission.
Time for the exercise: 15 mins including explanation
“Simulated germs liquid”
on participant’s hand

Blacklight
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Hand washing exercise 2
Let’s wash our hands
Goals for this exercise: To remind participants about the crucial
moments in a day - after and before which - they must wash their
hands.
Links to materials: Board, activity cards, germ tokens.
Preparation:
- Print the number of boards according to the number of players.
- Print a set of 8 activity cards for each board in a cardstock material.
Cut to the right size. Then, randomly mix the sets of 8 cards to have a
random distribution.
- Print the germ tokens, 20 per each board. and cut them to a circle.
Instructions: Each person receives a board, a set of 20 germ tokens
and 8 random activity cards that should be facing down. Each player
flips one card at a time and adds the agents of disease that are shown
in the activity cards. If a player gets a “Washing hands” card, they can
remove all the germ tokens for that round. When a player fills the
hands with 20 germ tokens, they “become sick” and the game ends.
The person or group of people who has a “clean board” or the least
number of germ tokens wins.
Time for the exercise: 15 mins including explanation

Board

Germ tokens

Activity Cards
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Latrine Exercise 1
Our Latrines
Goals for this exercise:
For participants to reflect on the current experience of using a latrine
and for coordinators to understand the challenges and needs
associated with using a latrine.
Materials: Paper, coloring pencils or markers.
Preparation: N/A
Instructions: Teams are formed within family groups. Together they
will draw a picture of their latrine and label the positive/beneficial
components of the latrine, and the negative/difficult components of
the latrine. The family will then discuss how to improve the negative
aspects. All groups will rejoin together for a larger discussion.
Time for the exercise: 20 mins including explanation and short
discussion.
Blank paper

Markers
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Latrine Exercise 2
Good and Bad Uses of Latrines
Goals for this exercise:
For participants to understand the proper way to use and maintain a
latrine.
Links to materials: Latrine board, latrine use statements.
Preparation:
- Print one “Latrine board” for each group.
- Print the same number of times the document on “latrine statements.”
Cut the statements into separate individual pieces of paper and mix
the “good” and “bad” statements between the same number.
Instructions: From groups of 2-5 people and provide them with a
latrine board along with the latrine statements (which have been
randomized between good and bad statements). The latrine board has
a title of “Good uses” on the left and “Bad uses” on the right.
Participants have to locate the latrine use statement on the “good” or
“bad” side of the board. In the end, review as a group the answers and
prompt discussion on the topic.

Latrine board

Latrine use statements

Time for the exercise: 20 mins including explanation and brief
discussion
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Post-Workshop Materials
Introduction to the materials: Two communication
tools have been designed to be shared after the
workshop:
-

Poster outside a
latrine

A poster to be located close to the latrine that
suggests two basic points for latrine usage;
And a brochure that contains a summary of the
information shared during the workshop.

Link to materials: Poster & Brochure
Brochure
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Workshop Planning
The following are the most important points to have
in mind when planning a workshop
Set a target for participants, invite and confirm
Determine a the number of participants that will attend the
workshop and work with a community partner and community
leaders to confirm their assistance.
Find a workshop venue
Based on the number of participants, find a workshop venue.
Consider spaces that can be easily accessed and already have
the infrastructure and furniture needed, such as schools or
churches in the community that have tables and chairs.
Note: This workshop requires tables and chairs.
Get feedback on the agenda
It is important to have regular check-ins with your the points of
contact from the community and partner organizations to ensure
that you are aligned with the workshop plan and content.

Prepare the materials
Use the materials in this guide or create new ones. Some of the
materials, such as Hand Washing Exercise 2, require more effort
to prepare than others due to the printing and cutting needed.
Based on the number of participants, prepare a slightly larger
number of materials.
Note: It is always better to have more materials, since it is
possible that more participants attend the workshop than the
confirmed number due to word of mouth communication.
Assign facilitator roles
Determine the various roles in a workshop, from presenters,
facilitators and assistants, to photographers and note takers.
When the team is small, one person might be in charge of several
roles.
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Roles: facilitators, note-takers, photographers and translators
There are might be several roles in a team of
workshop facilitators that are responsible for
different areas of the workshop. It is important to
assign roles ahead of the workshop, and share a
copy of the workshop agenda with all facilitators.
Presenters and facilitators
Know the content of the workshop and understand the audience.
Have their talking points handy and have the support of other
team members to track the timing of activities.
Supporting facilitators
Help conduct the exercises and help answer questions. They are
scanning the “room” and can help distribute the materials at the
appropriate time.

Note takers
Assigned to write notes on the topics and insights that emerge
front he group share backs or discussions. They can also be in
charge of time keeping.

Photographers
Visually document the process of the workshop through
photography. A lot of the work done in international development
requires funding from organizations and companies, therefore, it
is important to document the workshop and activities.
Note: It is important to ask for permission to the community
ahead of the workshop and make them aware that the images
might be used to support communications or funding. Consider
signing a consent form if needed.

Translators
Should be familiar with the agenda and if possible, familiar with
the content of the workshop.
Note: Translators of native languages might be people from the
community who are offering their time. Consideration to a small
compensation could be advised on a case by case basis.
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Setting up the space and equipment
If the workshop is conducted in a rural setting,
consider certain basic but important details, such as
temperature, access to electricity, access to
bathrooms and hand washing stations, and
availability of technical equipment such as screens
and projectors.

Space
There could be indoor or outdoor spaces available. If you conduct
an outdoor workshop you should consider the weather and other
element conditions such as rain and wind.
Tables and chairs
This workshop requires tables and chairs to work on the printed
activities. Additional chairs were needed for children of
participants.
Equipment
If you conduct this workshop outdoors and you are sharing a
presentation, you need to prepare to use equipment, whether it is
a projector or a television. You might also need to work with
creating a shadow for your projection if you are are doing your
presentation outdoors.
Bathrooms and hand washing stations
During the workshop, provide soap and paper towels to use for
the hand washing in the break before providing snacks. This is a
great opportunity to show a real example of when to wash hands.
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After the Workshop
There are a few things that you can do after a
workshop, including gaining feedback from
participants, testing knowledge acquired, and doing
a follow up visit to the community.

Feedback
Directly following the workshop, it is important to gain collect
information from the community regarding how the activities went
in terms of structure, information learned, and relevance. This
information can be used to inform future workshops within this
community and for similar projects.
This feedback can be collected through surveys distributed out to
the community members, or by asking questions verbally and
having an EWB member record notes.
Test knowledge acquired
It is also important to gather information on how well the
community retained the knowledge from the workshop. This can
also be done through a distributed paper quiz or through verbal
questions.
Visits
Another way to determine if the success of the workshop is to
visit the community homes to see if hand washing stations are in
place.

Hand washing station

Poster outside a
latrine
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A Few Examples of Do’s and Don'ts
Set the example for hygiene and sanitation
Don’t forget to wash your hands at the key moments, before eating and after using the bathroom. This
point might be obvious, but you might need to make sure that you bring the materials to set up a
handwashing station or use hand sanitizer.
Do practice what you preach and set the example.

Be mindful of economic and social differences
Don’t make assumptions about why communities might lack knowledge on hygiene. For example, refrain
from statements such as “it is so cheap to buy soap” because community members might have less access
to education, and in this case, a different understanding on price points. Remember your privilege.
Do frame information as a question when you are unsure of how a cultural differences. “What is the price
comparison between soap and another item? Do you consider it to be a good investment?”

When someone offers you food
Don’t take the offering for granted. Food is usually the way for communities to express appreciation for
your work. Saying no to such offering might be offensive, but you can use your judgement and be polite
when you make your decision.
Do understand the value of the offering and always say thank you.
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Lessons Learnt
Strong relationships with community leaders can
facilitate the engagement of a large number of
stakeholders, if possible, review the workshop
materials with them.
One workshop might not change the behavior an
entire community, but memorable activities and
experiences can help remember key aspects of
hygiene and sanitation.
Education on hygiene and sanitation is a longterm process that requires the investment from
community members and the organizations that
support them. The efforts that are put in the
present determine the education of future
generations.
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Links to Materials

1.

Workshop Presentation: Slides

2. Hand Washing Exercise 2: Board, activity cards, germ tokens

3. Latrine Exercise 2: Latrine board, latrine use statements
4. Post-Workshop Communication Materials: Poster & Brochure

For more information, contact: Stephanie Merenbach stephanie.merenbach@arup.com

A
Appendices
Workshop Materials

For more information, contact: Stephanie Merenbach stephanie.merenbach@arup.com

A1
Workshop Slides

For more information, contact: Stephanie Merenbach stephanie.merenbach@arup.com

Taller de
lavado de
manos y uso
de letrina

Agenda
Introducción 10 min
Parte 1: Lavado de manos 50 min
Descanso 10 min
Parte 2: Uso de la letrina 45 min
Preguntas y comentarios
Total 2h

La familia Reyes
Carlos
Maria
Lolita

Mario

La familia Reyes
Carlos
Maria
Lolita

AHORA TIENEN
AGUA EN SU CASA

Y LETRINAS
Mario

¿Qué es la higiene?

Discusión:

¿Cómo mantienes la higiene en tu
casa? 5 min

¿Cómo se pueden preparan para prevenir
enfermedades?
1
Lavándose las
manos
2
Usando la
letrina

Parte 1
Lavado de manos

Pregunta: ¿Qué actividades hacemos con las manos?

¿Por qué es importante lavarse las
manos? Porque hacemos todo con las manos

Los peligros invisibles

1,000,000,000
de gérmenes
en un gramo de heces humanas

Enfermedades y sus síntomas

Virus
(gripe, resfrío)

Parásitos
(amebas,
lombrices, tenias)

Hongos (piel, hongo
de uñas)

Bacterias
(salmonella,
protius)

Nariz que
moquea

Estómago
hinchado

Picazón de piel

Diarrea y fiebre

El costo de enfermarse

VS.

Una barra de jabón
¿Cuánto cuesta?

Medicina para los
parásitos
¿Cuánto cuesta?

No trabajar
¿Han tenido que
dejar de trabajar
por estar
enfermos?

¿Cuándo se debe lavar las manos?
Después de:

Antes de:

v

Usar el baño

Estornudar

Tocar un
animal

v

v

Cambiar un
pañal

Comer

Actividad 1

Revisemos nuestras manos 30 min
Demostración de Blacklight

Discusión

¿Cuáles son las enfermedades más
comunes en tu comunidad? 10 min

Niños
y niñas

Adultos

Actividad 2

Juego de cartas: ¿Cuándo se debe
lavar las manos? 20 min

Receso.
Pero, primero, a lavarnos
las manos!
30 min

Recordatorio: Pasos para lavarse las
manos
1

Mójese las
manos

2

Enjabónese

3

Frótese por 20
segundos

4

5

Enjuáguese

Séquese las
manos

Parte 2
Uso de letrinas

Pregunta: ¿Qué problemas tienen con sus letrinas?

Actividad 1

Problemas con las letrinas en casa 40 min
1. Dibujemos a
nuestras letrinas
2. ¿Cuáles son los
aspectos positivos
de la letrina?
3. ¿Cuáles son los
aspectos negativos
de la letrina?
4. ¿Cómo se pueden
solucionar esos
problemas?

Temas:
• Seguridad
• Costo
• Mantenimiento
• Inconveniencia
• Distancia
• Olor
• Falta de hábito

¿Qué es la defecación al aire libre?

Ventajas y desventajas de defecar al aire libre

¿Por qué la defecación al aire libre puede
ser peligrosa?

1

Promueve
enfermedades de
transmisión por agua

2

Promueve
enfermedades
transmitidas por
moscas y otros
insectos

3

Crea un ambiente
insalubre que expone
a las enfermedades

4

Crea malnutrición
infantil

¿Por qué es bueno usar letrinas?

Letrina

Pregunta: ¿En cuál de las dos Maria se sentiría más segura en la noche?

Campo de maíz

¿Por qué es bueno usar letrinas?
Me siento más segura
utilizando la letrina que
está al lado de mi casa
porque el maizal se
vuelve oscuro en la
noche

Letrina

Uso diario de las letrinas

Elementos de la letrina:
Papel higiénico para
limpieza personal

Estación de lavado de
manos con agua y
jabón

Acciones:
Mantener la letrina
oscura (sin luz)
Mantener la puerta
cerrada a toda hora
Limpiar el inodoro y
piso regularmente

Mantenimiento a largo plazo

Reemplazar el hoyo
generalmente cada
de 5 a 7 años,
dependiendo del
tamaño de la familia,
la frecuencia de uso
etc.

Limpiar la pantalla
del tubo de
ventilación con agua
caliente cada 6
meses o menos

Recursos útiles para la letrina

Jabón para lavarse
las manos

Materiales para
limpiar la letrina

Estación de lavado
de manos

¿Cuánto cuestan y dónde se pueden comprar?

Actividad 2

Buen uso y mal uso de las letrinas 15 min

¿Preguntas?
¿Qué aprendieron hoy? 5 min

Gracias por participar!

A2
Hand Washing Exercise Materials

For more information, contact: Stephanie Merenbach stephanie.merenbach@arup.com

A LAVARSE LAS
MANOS

TOCAR UN ANIMAL

CAMBIAR UN PAÑAL

USAR EL BAÑO

COMER SIN LAVARSE
LAS MANOS

+4

+6

+8

+2

GÉRMENES

GÉRMENES

GÉRMENES

GÉRMENES

LAVARSE
LAS MANOS

JUGAR FÚTBOL

LAVARSE
LAS MANOS

ESTORNUDAR

FELICITACIONES!
Puedes eliminar todos los
gérmenes

+2

GÉRMENES

FELICITACIONES!
Puedes eliminar todos los
gérmenes

+5

GÉRMENES

A3
Latrine Use Exercise Materials

For more information, contact: Stephanie Merenbach stephanie.merenbach@arup.com

Mal uso de la letrina:
1. Dejo la puerta abierta para ventilar mi letrina
2. Tengo una estación de agua y jabón afuera de mi letrina.
3. Dejo el asiento del inodoro abierto
4. Limpio la letrina una vez al mes
5. Cuando la letrina se llena después de usarla por varios años, se puede
continuar usándola siempre y cuando se ventile.
Buen uso de la letrina:
1. Cierro la puerta de mi letrina para prevenir que entren mosquitos
2. Tengo una estación de agua afuera de mi letrina, pero no uso jabón.
3. Dejo cerrado el asiento de mi inodoro
4. Limpio la letrina al menos una vez a la semana
5. Cuando la letrina se llena después de usarla por varios años, se debe
crear un nuevo hoyo y moverla.

Buen uso

Mal uso

A4
Post Workshop Communication
Materials

For more information, contact: Stephanie Merenbach stephanie.merenbach@arup.com

Saludables
y limpios
desarrollando
dos ábitos:

El uso de la
letrina previene la
proliferación de
gérmenes en el
ambiente.

Recomendaciones para
el uso y mantenimiento
de la letrina:
Mantener jabón
y agua al lado
de la letrina
para lavarte las
manos

Tener materiales
para limpieza
personal como
papel higiénico

Mantener la
puerta cerrada
y la letrina
oscura para no
atraer moscas
y prevenir que
animales entren

Limpiar el piso
y el inodoro al
menos una vez
por semana

Mantenimiento de la
letrina a largo plazo:

1

2

Lavado de
manos

Uso de la
letrina

Limpiar la pantalla del tubo
de ventilación con agua
caliente cada 6 meses o
menos
Reemplazar el hoyo
depende del tamaño de la
familia, la frecuencia del
uso y el tamaño del hoyo,
etc, pero generalmente
dura de 5 a 7 años

¿Por qué lavarse las
manos es importante?

No te olvides de lavarte las
manos varias veces al día,
especialmente después de:

Lavarnos las manos
nos ayuda a prevenir
enfermedades.
El ambiente está rodeado de
gérmenes y si no nos lavamos las
manos en los momentos indicados,
especialmente después de ir al
baño, nos podemos enfermar o
hace que otros se contagien con
enfermedades.
Parásitos

1
Mójate
las manos
con agua
limpia
Utilizar el
baño
Tocar un
animal

Diarrea

2
Enjabónate
con jabón
en barra o
líquido
3
Frótate las
manos por
20 segundos

Cambiar un
pañal
Resfrío

Pasos para lavarse las
manos:

Hongos

Estornudar

Y antes de:
GÉRMENES

Comer o
manipular
alimentos

4
Enjuágate
las manos
con agua
5
Sécate las
manos con
una toalla o
paño limpio

Después de
usar la letrina
¡Cierra la puerta
antes de salir!

¡Lávate las
manos con
agua y jabón!

